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It  was  necessary  to  use  several  sources  to  gather  enough  information  to  come up with  the 
following estimates.  There are still inconsistencies in the data, so the absolute mass accreted on 
Earth is an order of magnitude estimate, while the relative masses of the components of the solar 
wind (save for H and He) are good to perhaps + 20% of their value.  
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Analysis
Ref. 1 tells us that the Sun loses 1.6x1013 kg of mass per day in the form of the solar wind.  The 
portion of this output which strikes the Earth’s magnetosphere (r ~ 2x105 km) at our orbital 
distance around the Sun (R~1.5x108 km) is simply the ratio of the area of the sphere containing 
Earth’s orbit and the cross-sectional area of the sphere containing Earth’s magnetosphere.  The 
fraction of solar wind that encounters Earth’s magnetosphere is then:

.
Combining  the  data  gives  the  total  mass  flow  rate  of  the  solar  wind  against  Earth’s 
magnetosphere is about 7x106 kg/day.  This seems a very small number, but knowing the density 
of the solar wind at Earth’s orbit (5-6 particles per cm3) helps imagine the scale of the numbers.
Very little of the solar wind incident on the magnetosphere is trapped by Earth, as the solar wind 
is almost completely composed of charged particles (although the total current is zero), and the 
magnetic field of the Earth turns them away.  Roughly speaking, there are two routes toward 
capture.  In a major solar event the magnetosphere is deformed and can ‘leak’ a bit.  Second, 
particles can spiral inward along magnetic lines of force leading to the Earth’s polar regions. 
This is the cause of Earth’s aurora.  
Essentially none of the mass of the solar wind is caught in the Van Allen belts.  The upper belt 
contains mostly electrons, and while the lower belt does contain energetic protons, they are the 
result of decaying neutrons created in the upper atmosphere by cosmic ray impact.  
Ref. 2 gives the amount of the solar wind that is actually captured by Earth as about 0.1% of the 
total interacting with the magnetosphere.  I believe this to be a crude and variable number, but 
models  of  this  spiraling  in  through  the  extraordinarily  complex  structure  formed  by  the 
interaction of  the solar  wind with the magnetosphere  are  still  rather  crude.   This  represents 
accretion of about 7 tons per day – a very small amount, astronomically speaking.
Ref. 3 puts forth metameasurements of the chemical composition of the solar wind by combining 
data from a large number of space-based studies.  I will summarize the results in the table below:
     Element      Abundance       Mass Flow Rate  Element  Abundance Mass  Flow 
Rate

H ~95% 6650 kg/day Al 4x10-4% 28 g/day
He ~4% 280 kg/day Si 5x10-5% 3 g/day
C 0.03% 2.1 kg/day S 2x10-5% 1 g/day
N 4x10-3% 280 g/day Ar 1x10-4% 7 g/day
O 0.04% 2.8 kg/day Ca 3x10-4% 21 g/day



Ne 6x10-3% 420 g/day Cr 8x10-5% 5 g/day
Na 3x10-4% 21 g/day Fe 4x10-3% 280 g/day
Mg 5x10-5% 3 g/day

The numbers are exceedingly small.  There is considerable evidence that the density of the solar 
wind was much greater early in the history of the Solar System, and it has been suggested that 
the solar wind might have been the original source of the hydrogen of which our water is made.


